DIY Venetian install
guide
Thanks for choosing Urban Curtains +
Blinds for your new blinds. To help you out
we have created this easy to follow install
guide.

For each blind you would have received a set of
brackets for each side of the blind.
Inside Fit
Open the end box brackets by lifting the front of each
bracket. Do this by lifting the front whilst pressing on
the bottom of the bracket to release the locking tab
(figure 1).
Set the front of the open bracket 10mm from the
front edge of the window frame to ensure the fascia
will sit flush with the front of the window frame.
If you have been supplied an additional bracket to
support the middle of the blind because of the blind
length position this near the centre whilst ensuring no
interference with blind cords or ladder strings. The
back of the centre support bracket should line up with
the back of the end brackets.

Fitting your blind
Hold the headrail with the cords facing towards you. Align
the blind with the brackets and slide in (A, figure 2).
Lower the front of each bracket ensuring the locking tabs
click into place (B, figure 2).
Remove the backing tape from the Velcro on the head rail
and position the fascia in place and press hard to ensure
fixed firmly.

Outside Fit
Position the box brackets on the outside of the
window frame so they are the same distance apart as
the width of the blind measurement you provided.
Ensure the blind position is properly centred and
level.
Screw in the brackets.
If you have been supplied an additional bracket to
support the middle of the blind because of the blind
length position this near the centre whilst ensuring no
interference with blind cords or ladder strings.

Done! You can now start enjoying your new
blinds. Please remember if you get stuck or have
any questions - give us a call.

Thanks,
From the team at
Urban Curtains + Blinds

www.urbanblinds.co.nz
PH: 027 37 67 240
EMAIL: hello@urbanblinds.co.nz

